










































































































































































































































































 

ENTERPRISE COMMUNITY PARTNERS, INC. 
One Whitehall Street � 11th Floor � New York, NY 10004 � 212.262.9575 � www.EnterpriseCommunity.org 

Testimony of Judi Kende 
Vice President & New York Market Leader 

Enterprise Community Partners, Inc. 
 

To the New York City Council 
Hearing on the Rezoning of 

East New York 
 

March 7, 2016 
 

My name is Judi Kende and I lead the New York office of Enterprise Community Partners, a non-
profit affordable housing organization that has worked to create and preserve affordable housing 
here and nationwide for 30 years.  Enterprise has offices in 10 locations, including Los Angeles, 
New Orleans, and Chicago.  We invest capital in affordable housing and community development 
projects, create programs to help residents remain stably housed, and provide policy development 
and research to promote solutions at scale to some of the biggest challenges impacting low-income 
communities.  Locally, we have helped create or preserve more than 50,000 affordable homes for 
114,000 New Yorkers.  
 
Thank you, Chair Richards and the City Council Subcommittee on Zonings and Franchises, for the 
opportunity to submit testimony on the proposed rezoning of East New York.  This is an important 
moment as the first official rezoning under the de Blasio Administration rolls out, and it is 
understandable that residents of East New York are concerned and that the whole city watches to 
see how rezonings could impact other neighborhoods. 
 
There is no doubt that New York City faces an affordable housing crisis, with nearly one million 
low-income residents either already homeless or paying more than half of their income on rent.  
Vacancy rates are extremely low overall, and the market is especially tight for units affordable to 
low-income renters.  The shortage of housing at all income levels leads to, among other things, 
higher income renters living in units that are affordable to lower income families. 
 
To address this issue, we must increase the supply of housing. Development is happening and we 
need more housing to accommodate our city’s growing population and increasing demand.  It is 
important to include developer-provided affordable housing as part of this development to bolster 
the City’s initiatives to preserve housing opportunities for low- and moderate-income households. 
 
We must also ensure that many of the units created and preserved in East New York and elsewhere 
are affordable, and that we harness the resources of the private market to produce those units. The 
city’s programs, such as the Extremely Low & Low-Income Affordability Program (ELLA) 
requires developers to set aside units for formerly homeless or extremely low-income households.  
This program, coupled with Mandatory Inclusionary Housing in other developments, can help 
provide a variety of housing and ease market pressures.     
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Finally, development sparks fears of displacement, and we see people being priced and harassed 
out of their neighborhoods throughout New York City.  It is essential that the city provide 
intensive anti-displacement measures, including legal representation for residents facing housing 
court or harassment from their landlords.   
 
Given the state of our affordability crisis and the city’s plans to provide anti-displacement 
programs in East New York, we support the rezoning plans and encourage the city to work closely 
with community-based organizations to ensure resident voices are a part of the implementation. 
 
 
 
 
     
 



Written Testimony 
 

To the members of the city council and the various stakeholders that may read this, I am 
Keron W. Alleyne, a concerned member of the East NY community. In my community I wear 
many different hats, from community groups to family titles that we all hold, but the most 
important one I hold for this platform is East New Yorker. I am a part of the local population and 
everything that it stands for. 
 

East NY provided my parents, two Trinidadian immigrants, an opportunity to own 
property in a section of the city that was neglected by administrations of government that stem 
back to the sixty’s. White flight, red lining, arson and a slew of other factors left the 
neighborhood in ruin and few would venture in to take what was left and make it into a 
community or raise a family. My parents did just that and raised four children and were also able 
to provide shelter for all four of my grandparents at one time or another. Communal living is a 
staple of the African diaspora and will continue as long as we can protect it. The East NY 
community plan attempts to make communal living a lost ingredient in the recipe of the black 
family. Here is how.  
 
  East NY is one of the last true black and brown community’s in NYC and is fully 
threatened by the displacement of this plan. According to the City Comptroller Scott Stringer, 
50,000 residents of East NY are threatened to be displaced by the ENY Community Plan—some 
of which has started already. Property owners, or landlords, that have needed a monetary surplus 
have taken full advantage of these changes and have raised rents alongside other creative ways to 
usher tenants out. Gentrification is a breach of the human rights of the people of East NY. It 
uproots the lives of people who’ve stood firm through the neglect of harder times. This plan is 
ushering that in before it even passes. 
 

The hard numbers of the plan make this no better.  East NY’s area median income is a 
mere $34,000 and the plan as it stands puts forth 6,300 units. Half of the units are automatically 
set to go forth at market rate and the other half is divvied up various ways. According to the Rent 
Guidelines board “Tenants of market-rate housing have less legal protections regarding the right 
to a lease renewal and evictions. Owners of market-rate housing are not required to provide 
tenants with leases and are allowed to raise rents to whatever rate they feel the market can bear. 
Market-rate housing also tends to be more expensive, especially in neighborhoods with high 
demand.” East NY is now in high demand and those that have lived here are bearing the burden 
of colonial type greed. The population of East NY currently here must deal with an influx of 
market rate housing that they cannot afford.  
 

Personally, I barely flirt with the area median income and if I’m to leave nest and build 
my own family I’ll have to leave East NY to do so. There’s no good reason to me why the plan 
doesn’t fully support the preservation of the current community through their definition of 
affordability. The majority of the plan, not a portion, should benefit the current community.  As I 
look to start my own family I want my testimony to clearly state, that with the plan as it currently 
stands, hinders my opportunity to repeat the steps my parents made to safeguard a future for 
myself, my elders, and my children .  



 

 

  

COALITION FOR COMMUNITY ADVANCEMENT: PROGRESS FOR EAST NEW 

YORK/CYPRESS HILLS STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS: 

  

Arts East New York, Cypress Hills Local Development Corporation, Local 

Development Corporation of East New York, Highland Park Community 

Development Corporation, Muhammad Mosque 7c, North Brooklyn YMCA, Sabaoth 

Group, St. Peter’s Lutheran Church, United Community Centers, COFAITH Church, 

local houses of worship, residents, and business owners (list in formation) 
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ACCOUNTABILITY 
 
Members of City Council, 

Our major concerns about the East New York Plan are:  

x There are not enough deeply affordable housing units proposed in the Plan;  

x The anti-displacement measures currently in the Plan are insufficient;  

x Service needs of current and future residents are not adequately addressed; 

x Economic development aspects of the Plan need to be strengthened and; 

x There are few accountability mechanisms in place to ensure the commitments made today 

are kept for the long-term. 

The affordability of the proposed housing to be built does not match the incomes of current 

residents. The City has stated that 50% of the housing will be market rate and 50% will be 

affordable. In East New York, market rate housing might as well be luxury housing - - it is 

totally unaffordable for current residents. To date, only 1,200 units of the proposed 3,000+ 

affordable units have been identified and even those do not reach the deepest affordability levels 

that we need in our community. We need more deeply affordable housing and have consistently 

advocated for 5,000 units to be constructed. 

The Coalition has put forward over a dozen proposals for strengthening anti-displacement 

policies including implementing an Anti-Harassment Zone in East New York - - we need action 

and commitment on these proposals. We have documented the severe shortage of school seats 

that already exists and will be exacerbated by the rezoning. We need additional commitments on 

school seats and all of the critical services that make a neighborhood livable, healthy, and strong. 
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That is why we have proposed a Special Purpose District that would support the development of 

new services throughout the life of the East New York Plan. 

The Economic Development aspects of the Plan need to be strengthened with additional 

resources, preservation of manufacturing and stronger anti-displacement strategies to retain the 

500+ Mom & Pop small businesses on the impacted commercial corridors. We also need firmer 

commitments on local hiring strategies which will result in living wage employment for East 

New York residents in the construction, manufacturing, retail and other neighborhood growth 

sectors. Furthermore, too many communities have been promised great things by developers and 

City officials alike, only to realize that pledges made at zoning hearings, promises made to 

Council Members, and even agreements worked out by the City are rarely enough to secure 

meaningful community benefits. This is why we have urged the City to modify its plans to 

enshrine more commitments within the zoning text and commit to high level coordination, 

accountability and an Evaluation Plan. 

We believe to make this rezoning a success, it is critical that the City establish an Office of 

Neighborhood Development charged with ensuring the effective and timely implementation of 

the rezoning plan and related mitigation strategies. The City also needs to establish a 

Neighborhood Cabinet to serve as an empowered advisory board to work together with the City 

agencies on neighborhood initiatives. 

In our outcomes driven world, an initiative as important as the East New York Plan and the 

rezoning of 15 neighborhoods in New York City merits an Evaluation Plan and an Evaluation 

Tool that tracks demographic data, displacement data and is based on equity, health and well-

being (all of the principles this City stands for) to ensure ongoing accountability and to measure 
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impact throughout implementation. In addition to the overarching goals of the East New York 

Plan, the community deserves to see specific, detailed plans from each implementing agency 

regarding their timetables for implementing projects, that funding is included in capital and 

expense budgets, that targets are set, quantified and measured that there are staff “on the ground” 

to implement these initiatives. 

East New York has long been a neighborhood of opportunity – a place that welcomes 

immigrants and low and moderate income residents of all races and ethnicities and gives 

residents a “leg-up” to climb the economic ladder. New York City must preserve and invest in 

these kinds of communities and ensure that its land use actions are not destroying that core 

character of these neighborhoods. 

At a baseline we need to know in 15 years that East New York is a more equitable, 

sustainable, healthy and economically strong community than it was in 2016 and that the current 

residents were not displaced because of City actions or at the very least, we should have the 

courage and openness to measure what happened and report on it.  

We are here today to urge you to vote “No” on the City’s East New York Plan, unless the 

Coalition’s Alternate Plan is implemented. Thank you! 
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HOUSING DEVELOPMENT 
 
Good Afternoon Esteemed Council Members,  

My name is Shai Lauros and I am the Community Development Director at Cypress Hills 

Local Development Corporation. Our organization, CHLDC, is a proud member of the Coalition 

for Community Advancement.  We are a 32-year-old, not-for-profit community development 

organization and settlement house. We have many concerns about the housing development and 

preservation aspects of the rezoning plan.  

First, on the centerpiece of the Plan: the 6,500 units of housing to be built with 50% 

being “affordable” and 50% at market rate does not adequately address the dire housing needs of 

current residents.  Given the average AMI of East New Yorkers is $34,000 a year, market rate 

housing is tantamount to luxury housing – almost no one can afford it.  Second, we have serious 

doubts that HPD can produce the 50% affordable units that they have promised in the 

Plan.  Third, HPD’s definition of affordability does not match what current East New Yorkers 

can afford for housing. Lastly, the HPD’s Housing Plan lacks specific and committed resources, 

staff, targets and timetables to preserve housing in the community. 

Cypress Hills and East New York residents are not opposed to increased density if the 

resulting housing is affordable to them.  However, this is not the case, with the Administration’s 

50% affordable housing and 50% market rate housing ratio.  In the rezoning area alone there are 

5,246 households, representing 40% of all households, with severe housing needs defined as 

those entering the shelter system, paying more than 50% of their income on housing, or who are 

living doubled up. 
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Further, the City’s Plan overstates the number of affordable units likely to be 

generated by the Rezone, relying too heavily on sites that have not been identified and 

the use of HPD subsidies that are voluntary and do not offer permanent affordability. So far only 

1,200 units of the promised 3,250 “affordable” units have been sited and committed.  That means 

the Administration is up-zoning to allow more than 4 times the amount of higher-income housing 

as the guaranteed deeply affordable housing.[1]  Land speculation in the community has driven 

up the prices beyond what affordable housing developers can afford for acquisition and “still 

make the numbers work,” even with density increases between 100%-200%.   If the City 

does not have the projects now in the affordable pipeline, we strongly urge the Council to reduce 

the overall scope of the rezoning. 

Even the housing that will be subsidized by HPD and produced through MIH will not 

reach those most at risk of displacement.  A third of East New York residents (33%) earn under 

30% of AMI, but only 10% of the units to be built with HPD subsidies will be affordable to these 

residents and MIH does presently not include a lower affordability band.  

The Administration has repeatedly stated that by increasing the overall supply of housing 

in East New York, it relieves rent pressures and prevents displacement of the 12,635 low and 

moderate income residents living in small homes in the rezone area.[2]  That’s not how NYC 

real estate works, and everyone in this City knows it. But more specifically, we challenge this 

argument on other grounds: if low and moderate income residents cannot afford the market rate 

units, and more than a third cannot afford the “affordable units”, or if these residents are not 

lucky enough to secure units through the lottery system, than the rezoning will not have served 

as a “preventative measure” for displacement – it will, instead, have hastened it! 
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  The HPD Housing Plan produced 5 months ago for the community includes numerous 

“big picture” strategies for preserving housing and promoting local economic development but 

there are no specific details included in the Plan as to the targeted number of units to be 

preserved, jobs to be created or small businesses to be retained.  The Plan needs quantifiable 

targets, funding, staff and timetables. 

The Coalition for Community Advancement has been advocating for the vast majority of 

the new units (5,000 units) to be affordable at current neighborhood income and affordability 

bands.  We have also proposed desperately needed small homes preservation strategies.  We 

implore you, the members of the City Council, our elected representatives who most understand 

the needs of struggling East New Yorkers, to take action now and not approve the rezoning plan 

without significant changes to increase the number of affordable units, deepen the depth of 

affordability and add a robust small homes preservation plan. 

 

[1] 6500 total units -1200 “affordable” already committed =5300, or about 4.4 times the 1200 

[2] http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/applicants/env-review/east-new-

york/03_feis.pdf 
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RETAIL PLAN 
 

Members of City Council, 

My name is Robert Santiago and I am the Executive Director of the Highland Park 

Community Development Corporation, and we are members of the Coalition for Community 

Advancement. I will testify today on the importance of a retail plan to strengthen the commercial 

corridors of the rezoning area and the need to implement anti-displacement policies for small 

businesses in Cypress Hills/East New York. 

The Department of Small Business Services should be commended for its commitment to 

conducting a Commercial District Needs Assessment for the commercial strips in the rezoning 

area. There are roughly 500 small Mom & Pop retail and service shops on these commercial 

strips that can benefit greatly from City investments in business attraction and retention services, 

storefront and building improvements, merchant organizing and small business technical 

assistance. The Commercial District Needs Assessment will identify the longer term projects that 

the City will implement to preserve these commercial corridors. We need commitments that the 

financial resources for these strategic interventions will be available in the following fiscal years. 

The potential displacement of small business is a major concern of the Coalition which 

has not been adequately addressed. In the FEIS, the City concludes that the direct displacement 

of 88 businesses (that employ about 584 people) does not constitute a significant adverse impact. 

It also states that the rezoning intends to increase the amount of retail space for local businesses 

and that directly displaced businesses will be able to find space in new developments. We 

question these assumptions. We doubt that newly constructed retail spaces without significant 

public subsidies can match what small businesses are paying now on Fulton Street and Pitkin 
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Avenue and we ask: Where in Brooklyn will these businesses go? Furthermore, there is 

contradictory projections in the FEIS about future retail growth in East New York.  The FEIS 

says that the rezoning would not create “new types of retail uses”, such as destination retail. 

Instead, the FEIS expects new businesses to be primarily “local-scale commercial activity to 

support anticipated residential development”. However, the FEIS omits an analysis of the impact 

of the C4-4D and C4-4L zoning districts proposed for each of the four corners of the East New 

York rezoning area and the fact that they are designed to foster regional commercial centers that 

will compete will local merchants and drive rental prices up. 

The Coalition asked that the FEIS measure and share the potential impact that new 

commercial and commercial-overlay zoning districts will have on existing small retail 

businesses, including an analysis of the impacts of chain stores on local businesses and the 

potential displacement that larger commercial footprints will likely create. 

Mitigation strategies that need to be studied are outlined by the Coalition in its Alternate Plan 

and include: 

Setting aside spaces in new mixed-use developments at current commercial rental levels 

for neighborhood small businesses and start-up entrepreneurs; 

Coordination between the City’s housing and small business agencies in implementing the Retail 

Plan and not locating new retail in direct competition with existing small businesses; 

The Good Neighbor Tax credit to create incentives for owners of mixed-use buildings to keep 

rents affordable; 

Storefront improvement grant and building repair loans/ grants that could incentivize 

owners to keep long-term commercial tenants and; 
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Attraction of high road retailers to destination retail locations or down-sizing the amount of 

current proposed destination retail. 

Lastly, East New York has one of the highest rates of unemployment in NYC-19% of 

East New Yorkers are unemployed. This is actually three times higher than NYC unemployment. 

We need to ensure that the ENY Rezone Plan includes strategies to increase living wage jobs for 

local residents. We proposed a Community Benefits Ordinance, requiring developers seeking 

public subsidy for projects to provide notice to a designated City agency, then to the community 

and Council Member, and negotiate a community benefits agreement to ensure local hiring.   

Because the City’s plan has failed to acknowledge the threats to current retail businesses and has 

failed to generate sufficient mitigation strategies, we urge the City Council to Vote “No” on the 

City’s Plan, unless the City adopts the Coalition’s Alternate Plan. 
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MANUFACTURING 
 
Members of City Council, 

My name is Bill Wilkins and I represent the Local Development Corporation of East New 

York and we are members of the Coalition for Community Advancement. I will testify today on 

the impact that the rezoning will have on manufacturing businesses in the area. 

The City has proposed changing the zoning of almost all existing manufacturing 

properties in the rezoning area to MX zoning. These industrial properties are currently zoned M- 

1 and are located on Atlantic Avenue and Liberty Avenues. Businesses in the current M-1 zone 

include metal fabricators, bakeries, sign makers, and producers of plastic and paper products as 

well as transportation companies, wholesalers and suppliers and auto repair and sales shops. We 

are very concerned about the manufacturing sector in our community which has long been the 

backbone of an otherwise bleak local economy. Manufacturing jobs pay an average of $50,934 

annually: good, living-wage jobs that East New Yorkers desperately need and deserve. 

The MX zoning districts being proposed allow for industrial, residential and commercial 

development. But in fourteen other neighborhoods of the City, MX zoning has failed to promote 

a real mix of uses or to preserve land for manufacturing. As documented by the Pratt Center for 

Community Development 

(http://prattcenter.net/sites/default/files/making_room_for_housing_and_jobs_may_5_2015_0.pd

f), without exception, the MX designation has resulted in a loss of industrial land. They have 

found that a total 41% of industrial space in MX zones, which represents over 4.2 million square 

feet, was lost by 2014 and other uses increased by 71%. The simple reason is that both retail and 

residential uses generate much higher profit. 
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We have started to see this trend already prior to the East New York rezoning even being 

approved. The former Borden's Dairy Factory at 2840 Atlantic Avenue is being sold for $12 

million or $157 a square foot for mixed uses and residential development 

(http://www.loopnet.com/xNet/MainSite/Listing/Profile/Profile.aspx?LID=19424998&SRID=65

35852140&StepID=101) - - at this cost prohibitive acquisition price, the neighborhood will 

neither preserve good manufacturing jobs nor get the deeply affordable housing it needs. We call 

upon the City to preserve as much existing manufacturing land as M zones as possible while they 

simultaneously strengthen the East New York IBZ. 

Indeed, the City's own Final Environmental Impact Survey (FEIS) states that there will 

be a net decrease of 27,035 square feet of industrial uses. We find it implausible that the 

FEIS concludes that despite the elimination of all industrial zoning districts in the rezoning area, 

there will be no significant adverse impact on industrial businesses. It states that the rezoning 

would "follow" the trend of the decrease of manufacturing firms across the City. This reasoning 

does not acknowledge the role that local land use policy plays in perpetuating this trend. The 

FEIS also wrongly reasons that manufacturing businesses "can largely be located elsewhere in 

the City" and that the proposed MX zoning districts will "facilitate" the retention and growth of 

existing industrial businesses. This logic equates the fact that industrial uses are allowed as-of- 

right in MX districts with their being facilitated to be there. Particularly because of the industrial 

businesses that are now in manufacturing districts and will become legal but non-conforming 

uses in new residential districts, the City should establish an industrial relocation fund to assist 

displaced companies to relocate in the East New York IBZ. The FEIS also inconsistently applies 

the law of supply and demand. It acknowledges that industrial rents are rising and vacancy rates 
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are falling, but it doesn't acknowledge that reducing the supply of industrial land (via the re-

zone) will exacerbate the challenge of rising industrial rents. 

The Coalition asked that the FEIS consider the flaws of MX zoning for retaining and  

expanding industrial business over time due to its tendency to facilitate market pressures that are 

likely to cause eventual conversion to all‐residential/commercial districts. The City's response 

was that MX zoning allows existing industrial businesses to continue operations and/or expand 

and allows for new industrial businesses to set up shop. This inadequate response merely states 

that industrial uses are as-of-right in MX zones and completely disregards the Coalition's point 

that the real estate economics dictate that industrial uses are at a disadvantage in MX zones. For 

this reason, we are urging the City Council to vote no on the City’s East New York Plan and 

instead adopt the policy proposals outlined in the Coalition’s Alternate Plan.  
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SMALL HOMES 
 

 
ANHD 

50 Broad Street, Suite 1402 
New York, NY 10004 

Tel: (212) 747-1117 
 

 
TESTIMONY OF JONATHAN FURLONG,  

BEFORE THE ZONING SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL 
 

March 7th, 2016 
 

Good morning--Thank you to the members of the subcommittee for the opportunity to 

testify today. 

My name is Jonathan Furlong and I am the Zoning Technical Assistance Coordinator for 

the Association for Neighborhood and Housing Development (ANHD). ANHD is a membership 

organization of New York City neighborhood-based housing and economic development groups, 

CDCs, affordable housing developers, supportive housing providers, community organizers, and 

economic development service providers. Our mission is to ensure flourishing neighborhoods 

and decent, affordable housing for all New Yorkers. We have nearly 100 members throughout 

the five boroughs who have developed over 100,000 units of affordable housing in the past 25 

years alone and directly operate over 30,000 units.  

My testimony today focuses on the needs of 1-4 family homeowners, and what the city 

can do to help preserve a critical supply of affordable housing and create protections for renters, 

who’s homes do not fall under any city or state regulatory programs. 

Small homes--or those buildings with one to four apartment units--are the predominant 

housing type in the East New York area, accounting for more than 3,300 units. Most of these 
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structures within the study area are over 100 years old and are in need major systems repairs, 

including new roofs and energy retrofits.  Taking a quick look at expenses, the cost of water was 

6.06% of a building’s expense budget in 2007 rising to 8.5% in 2013.  A large percentage of the 

small homes in the community contain basement apartments.  

Community Board 5 continues to be affected by the foreclosure crisis, with over 1,000 

foreclosure actions filed in the zip codes within it last year. All of these factors taken together: 

average age of the buildings, the need for repairs and retrofits, the continuing foreclosure crisis, 

and the low incomes of many homeowners - - make neighborhood ripe for speculators who prey 

on my fellow homeowners in deed theft and loan modification scams and harass them to sell 

their homes at below market rates.  

ANHD has been working with the Coalition for Community Advancement and others (most 

notably the Center for New York City Neighborhoods) on policies and ideas that would assist 

owners of small homes to support low and moderate income homeowners and to keep rents low 

for tenants. We urge the city to consider implementation of the following policy ideas and to 

include them in the East New York Plan:  

x Good Neighbor Tax Credit 

Many live-in landlords in the community give low-income tenants below-market rents 

because they are more interested in supporting their neighbors than maximizing their profits. But 

as land values and property taxes go up, it will become harder for these landlords to maintain low 

rents. A Good Neighbor Tax Credit could protect unregulated affordable housing by providing a 

tax break to landlords of 1-4 family homes who offer one-year leases to low-income tenants at 

below-market rates. 
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x In East New York, pilot Chhaya CDC’s BASE campaign to retrofit and legalize 

basement apartments to allow homeowners to provide safe, affordable units to low 

income tenants 

The Basement Apartments Safe for Everyone (BASE) campaign proposes that New York City 

add a new category of residence to building, housing, and zoning codes creating an “Accessory 

Dwelling Unit” (ADU) code.  The New York City Ordinance on Accessory Dwelling Units 

defines “accessory dwelling unit” as a residential living unit that provides complete independent 

living facilities for one or more persons, including permanent provisions for living, sleeping, 

eating, cooking and sanitation on the same parcel as the single-family dwelling it accompanies. 

The ADU code would legalize safe units, even in areas that are currently zoned to limit housing 

to single-family residences.  It would keep units affordable by creating a conditional tax 

incentive for owners, and provide technical and financial assistance to homeowners who 

participate in the pilot program. 

 

x In East New York, pilot the Urban Homesteading Assistance Board’s 

recommendations for the City’s tax lien policy. 

 

For rental housing where there is outstanding tax debt, pursue one of the following policies: (a) 

City enters into a payment plan with existing owner that includes rent regulation of exiting units, 

or (b) for owners that continue to not pay outstanding tax debt, the City initiates foreclosure and 
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uses the existing Third Party Transfer program to transfer the buildings to an affordable housing 

provider. Ensure that the City continues to withhold tax debt on low-income cooperatives from 

the lien sale in favor of working with the cooperators on a plan to stabilize those units. 

 

x For East New York, create grants for whole home retrofits 

Create a fund for capital upgrades for low-income homeowners to finance roof replacements and 

energy efficiency measures to offset rising housing costs, improve health indicators associated 

with indoor air quality, and develop a retrofit and small home repair market for local contractors. 

 

x Establish lower water and sewer rates for low-income home owner- occupants 

Explore ways that the City can lower the rates for water and sewer bills for long-term, low-

income owner-occupants of 1 to 4-family homes 

x Enact a flip tax to disincentivize real estate speculation 

Reclassify investment-purchased small homes (1 to 4 units) as Class 2 properties to increase 

property tax rates and increase the transfer tax of properties sold in less than five years from their 

original purchase,  

 

In conclusion, we are asking that the City be a partner in pioneering new preservation tools to 

preserve low and moderate homeownership specifically in East New York, but also in all 

neighborhoods as a means of protecting the low income tenants that live in small homes. The 

City’s housing agency has stated they will investigate and research many of these proposals but 

to date, we have no firm commitments.  
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SMALL HOMES 
 
From: Rene Arlain 
Address: 187 Arlington Ave.; Brooklyn, NY 11207 
Organizations: community resident, Cypress Hills/East NY Community Coalition for 
Advancement, Cypress Hills L.D.C (CHLDC): Housing Counseling Div. Dir.  
 
 
Dear City Council Members: 

The importance of anti-displacement strategies for tenants and owners in small homes is 

incalculable.  I urge that you vote NO on the Mayor’s East New York Rezone Plan though the 

Dept. of City Planning has recently voted in favor of the City’s plan and as such rejected the 

Community’s alternate plan. Unless there are strong anti-displacement policies, programs and 

resources in-place as outlined in the community’s Alternate Plan, ENY/Cypress Hills residents 

will probably face unfavorable changes and challenges that are part & parcel of gentrifying and 

gentrified communities in Brooklyn and the other boroughs. 

Given that the Mayor’s affordable plan proposes to develop and preserve affordable housing, I 

urge that resources be targeted to distressed owners, owners facing foreclosure lawsuits, renters, 

and 1st time homebuyers.  

Based on PropertyShark.com online real estate database, each week there are about 20 

owners in CB #5 named on lis pendens, foreclosure filings. Not only are investors, speculators 

and scammers vying for cheap acquisitions, some are unscrupulous and resort to deed theft, 

property flipping, loan modification scams, even manipulating unwitting owners engaged in 

short-sales transactions. I estimate that far more cases of illegal and/or unethical real estate 

practices go unreported compared to the cases that are reported or that reached nowhere because 

complainants cannot afford the legal representation these cases require. There are many 
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vulnerable owners (with performing and non-performing mortgage accounts) being pursued by 

speculators with offers of all cash-transactions.  Daily, these owners have to contend with 

inordinate numbers of unsolicited phone calls, visits, video graphing, etc.   

The proposed rezoning of Cypress Hills/East NY has exacerbated the volume and 

intensity of solicitations and speculation.  Real estate interests have exerted significant pressure 

on the market, inflating property values; however, underwater loans/homes are still fairly 

commonplace in CB # 5 despite reports of appreciating property values.  Further, many owners 

and renters are saddled with total household debt, i.e., credit, housing, etc., reaching 50 - 55% 

and more of gross income.  In CHLDC’s caseload, owner-clients are largely low to moderate 

income, ranging from 25% - 70% of AMI, of ages from early 40s to late fifties; and renters are 

definitely below 30% of AMI. In this speculative climate, most senior owners and renters are 

particularly vulnerable and in danger of being displaced. The City’s Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement ignores the real threat of displacement of low income renters in small homes that are 

unregulated and to low income homeowners.  That unscrupulous and opportunistic owners of 

rent regulated properties will attempt to unlawfully evict renters and/or increase rents, decrease 

services of those who don’t know their right or are afraid to exercise them.   

Concerning the overwhelming majority of unregulated 1-4 family homes in Cypress 

Hills/East NY, and contrary to HPD code enforcement staffer’s testimony during the DCP 

hearing, indicating that there are few harassment complaints; in fact, most renters experiencing 

regular harassment and/or housing code violations avoid filing formal complaints for fear of 

retaliation, e.g., decreased services, holdover/eviction actions, and harassment. As we’re all 

aware, owners of unregulated buildings can bring holdover petitions without cause.  Yet, in this 
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community, there’s a unique juxtaposition of interests between owners and renters: these 

stakeholders are critically aware of housing affordability’s importance, dealing with this market, 

while struggling and managing property repairs, mortgages, rent, tax, water, sewer charges, etc., 

and more so when there is financial crisis.    

As part of a long list of anti-displacement strategies that the Coalition is proposing, we 

are calling for specific ones for small homes, i.e., incentives to keep property taxes and rents 

low, and disincentives to speculation as follows:  

x the Coalition proposes a Good Neighbor Tax Credit and a Flip Tax, for which more 
details are stated in the Community’s Alternate Plan    

x the Coalition calls for the creation of an Investor Landlord Tax Classification, which 
would reclassify investment-purchased small homes (1-4 units) as Class 2 properties to 
increase property tax rates. 

x the Coalition proposes that the City lower water and sewer rates for low income 
homeowners and explore a variety of preservation strategies for small homes that would 
provide deep rehabilitation subsidies in exchange for affordability for renters. 

 

The City should revise in its final- Final Environmental Impact Statement: 

x an accurate assessment of the threats to owners of small homes and the tenants living 
there; 

x commitments to mitigate these threats; 
x and specific commitments to protect owners and tenants from displacement; 

 

The Coalition urges the City Council vote “No” on the City’s Plan, unless the City adopts the 

Community’s Plan. 

I would add that the short to long-term socioeconomic cost to neighborhood stabilization 

and preservation will be immeasurable if the owner-occupancy rate declines in Cypress 

Hills/East NY.  2014 NYU’s Furman Center State of NYC’s Housing & Neighborhood data 

reports that the community’s owner-occupancy rate is approximately 21%.    
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Further, the City must invest in financial incentives, services, etc., for low/moderate 

income 1st time homebuyers, future owner-occupants, instead of enabling a culture of 

speculation and investors in the wake of a rezone plan that proposes to close the gap in 

affordable housing citywide and Cypress Hills/East NY    

 In light of the speculation the rezone plan has fostered, the City has to actively engage in 

making lenders accountable for their lending practices and underwriting criteria  

I urge that the City provide more resources and funding to support additional proactive 

services run by not-for-profit counseling programs for owners and renters including:  

 

x counseling /education services to owners about the pros and cons of selling their homes 
relative to any given offer 

x counseling /education services for renters on the pros and cons of financial incentives/ 
offers, intended to get them to surrender possession of their apartments  

x Education for all-residents concerning neighborhood stabilization and preservation 
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SMALL HOMES 
 

Members of City Council,  

My name is Aida Castillo. My name is Aida Castillo. I am a lifelong resident of Cypress 

Hills, my parents are homeowners in Cypress Hills, and I am a member of the Coalition for 

Community Advancement. I am testifying on the need for the City to help the owners of 1-4 

family homes preserve their housing and create protections for our renters. I will testify today on 

the importance of anti-displacement strategies for tenants and owners in small homes. We are 

urging you to vote “No” on the City’s East New York Plan, unless there are strong anti-

displacement policies, programs and resources in-place as outlined in the community’s Alternate 

Plan. 

The City’s Final Environmental Impact Statement ignores the huge threat to displacement 

of low income renters in small, un-rent-regulated homes and to low income homeowners 

themselves. The FEIS states that the re-zone “would not result in a significant adverse direct 

residential displacement impact and no further analysis is needed.” We disagree. Rezoning, 

without locking in affordable rental units in small homes and without preserving affordability for 

low income and senior citizen homeowners, will lead to massive displacement. Small homes, 

containing 1 to 5 units, is an extremely prevalent housing type in the ENY re-zone area, 

accounting for more than 3,300 residential units. At three residents per unit, nearly 10,000 people 

live in this vulnerable housing type. 

The re-zone puts low-income renters at greater risk of losing their apartments to 

skyrocketing rents and homeowners at risk of losing their homes because of rising real estate 

taxes and increased pressures from scammers and speculators. The average median income of 
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homeowners in Cypress Hills/East New York is significantly lower than the citywide average, 

making local homeowners more vulnerable to housing market changes. Home values in the area 

have risen by more than 150% since 2012. This in turn causes increases property taxes and raises 

rents. We are proposing ways to prevent displacement in these homes. 

As part of a long list of anti-displacement strategies that the Coalition is proposing, we 

are calling for specific ones for small homes: incentives to keep property taxes and rents low and 

disincentives to speculation. The Coalition has proposed a Good Neighbor Tax Credit and a Flip 

Tax. The Good Neighbor Tax Credit would be a property tax credit to incentivize tenant 

protections by requiring leases, tenant protections and affordable rents, in exchange, for a real 

estate tax credit. The “Flip Tax” would be an Investor Purchaser Transfer Tax and would 

increase the transfer tax on transfers to non-owner occupied/investor-purchased units. In 

addition, the Coalition is calling for the creation of an Investor Landlord Tax Classification, 

which would reclassify investment-purchased small homes (1-4 units) as Class 2 properties to 

increase property tax rates. We have also asked the City to lower water and sewer rates for low 

income homeowners, provide deep rehabilitation subsidies in exchange for affordability for 

renters, create grants to retrofit basement conversion programs that require homeowners to 

sustain low income tenants; and to create a fund for capital upgrades for low-income 

homeowners to finance roof replacements and energy efficiency measures to offset rising 

housing costs. 

Our neighborhood needs these tools! The City must use all the tools it can to ensure that 

the ENY re-zone keeps current residents in their homes and in their community. Because the 
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City’s plan has failed to do this, we urge City Council to vote “No” unless the City adopts the 

community’s plan. 
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SPECIAL ZONING FOR COMMUNITY FACILITIES  
 

 
 
 

 

Testimony of Paula Crespo, Senior Planner New York City Council Subcommittee on 

Zoning and Franchises Hearing East New York Rezoning 

March 7, 2016 

Hello. My name is Paula Crespo, and I am a planner at the Pratt Center for Community 

Development, one of several technical assistance providers to the Coalition for Community 

Advancement.  

The community resources and facilities that exist in East New York today -- schools, 

child care centers, spaces for youth, etc. -- are at overcapacity and are not sufficient in number to 

meet the needs of the current population. This rezoning is designed to lead to housing for tens of 

thousands of new residents in the neighborhood. However, there is nothing in the plan that 

outlines a strategy or policy that will ensure that as these new residents come to the area 

community facilities will be built to support them.  

We cannot just naively assume that enough of school seats and child care slots will be 

created to meet the needs of a growing community. Downtown Brooklyn is only one example of 

a rezoned neighborhood whose recent residential growth has placed serious strains on existing 

infrastructure like public schools. Therefore, provisions should be established in the zoning to 
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ensure that commitments to build needed infrastructure, amenities, and space for community 

facilities are binding and will be fulfilled over the multi-year course of residential development 

in East New York.  

The City should consider mapping a special area-wide zoning tool onto the rezoning area 

to accomplish this goal. This could include but is not limited to a Special Purpose District or a 

newly designed Density Growth Management Area. Zoning could require that developers of 

housing over a certain size get a CPC certification that would either state that: a) existing 

community facilities are adequate and can absorb the new residential development, or b) the 

developer will be granted additional FAR for the creation of a community facility. The developer 

would be required to use the extra FAR to build out a space for a community facility, and they 

would be paid the fair market value for it. (As such, it would not be a developer exaction.) Since 

the City is deploying zoning as a tool to meet its ambitious housing creation goals, it should also 

be using zoning to deliver the community facilities that existing and new residents will need.  

This is not a radical or new idea. There is ample precedent in New York City for using 

zoning to privilege, or even to mandate very specific desired uses. Given the magnitude of the 

impact on communities that don’t have enough community facilities, the modest amount of time 

that DCP would have to spend to assess if there are enough community facilities before letting 

new residential development move forward would be time well spent.  

Finally, we also recommend that the City to use a tool called a PILOT, or payment in lieu 

of taxes, to create a dedicated fund to pay for developing community facilities. As a technical 

assistance provider to the Coalition, I strongly urge the City to genuinely and meaningfully 
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consider using the power of zoning to ensure that the build-out of community facilities keeps up 

with the significant increase in population that this rezoning is intended to spur. Thank you. 
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CHILD CARE 
 
Good Afternoon City Council Members,  
 

My name is Maria Contreras Collier and I am the Executive Director of the Cypress Hills 

Child Care Corporation.  I am here to testify about the East New York Rezoning Plan’s impact 

on Child Care Services.  The Cypress Hills Child Care Corporation was founded in 1990 and 

runs a nationally-accredited ACS Early Learn Child Care Center, a Head Start Program and a 

family day care network.  We serve 500 low-income, Latino families a year with high quality 

early childhood education programs.   

According to the City’s Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), the rezoning 

would result in a significant adverse impact on publicly funded child care facilities. Specifically, 

the rezoning will result in another 630 children under the age of six needing publicly funded 

child care programs and that an additional 203 slots will be needed after available slots are used. 

We urge the City to fund more day care facilities and programs now through the rezoning plan 

and adopt the Coalition for Community Advancement’s proposal for a Special Purpose District 

in the neighborhood to match the growth of the pre-school population with new child care 

centers. The CHCCC has several concerns about the lack of commitments for new day care 

facilities as part of the Rezoning Plan.   

First, we know the City’s statistics in the EIS are flawed. None of the child care centers 

in Cypress Hills have any additional capacity, including ours, but we are shown as having open 

slots in the EIS.1 Between the Cypress Hills Child Care Corporation, St. Peter’s Lutheran 

Church’s Preschool and St. Malachy’s Day Care Center and Head Start program in Cypress Hills 

                                                 
1 http://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/applicants/env-review/east-new-york/04_feis.pdf 
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- all in the rezone area, we have a combined waiting list of 240 families who desperately need 

care for their infants, toddlers and preschoolers. The demand is greatest between the ages of 

infancy – 3 years old.     

Second, the mitigation strategies proposed by the Administration in the Final 

Environmental Impact Statement are not viable. The City believes that 4 year olds can be served 

by UPK.  We wish that this was true but our public schools are already overcrowded, several 

elementary schools do not offer UPK because of the lack of space and non-profit sponsors of 

UPK have no additional room or capacity. The City also proposes that family day care providers 

can absorb some of the influx of children. Unfortunately, this will only benefit parents that can 

privately pay for child care as ACS has notoriously long waiting list for vouchers. Another 

mitigation suggested by the City is that parents will travel with their children to find day care 

centers closer to their jobs.  Although many parents are forced to do this – it is an extreme 

hardship for parents to travel on the J train (if they can get their strollers up the J train stairs) with 

toddlers and preschoolers to other communities.  Many of our families work 2 and 3 jobs and 

need affordable, and accessible child care. 

Another mitigation strategy that the City lays out in the FEIS is the development of 

ground floor commercial space that would allow community facilities such as child care centers.  

While we hope that these opportunities will arise, we know (having developed our own facility) 

that millions of dollars, capital dollars, will be need to outfit and equip new day care facilities on 

these ground floors and that commitments for the actual slots and operational costs will be 

needed. 
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Therefore, we request specific commitments be made to fund new child care facilities to 

meet the current and future needs of families and that the Council support the Coalition for 

Community Advancement’s proposal for the establishment of a Special Purpose District that 

would peg the creation of community facilities such as child care centers to new development.  

In conclusion, we ask the City Council to vote “No”, unless the City commits to the 

implementation of the Coalition's Alternative Community Plan.  
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SCHOOLS 
 

Good afternoon City Council Members: 

My name is Maria Jaya and I am also a proud member of the Coalition for Community 

Advancement. I am testifying on the need for the City to plan for more public schools as part of 

the East New York Plan. For 30 years, I fought with other parents and community groups, to 

reduce school overcrowding in Cypress Hills and we were successful in convincing the City to 

build three new public schools in the neighborhood.  We are urging you to vote “No” on the 

City's East New York Plan, and adopt the Coalition's Alternative Plan. 

We commend the City for including in the East New York Plan, a commitment to build a 

new 1,000 seat school that would open in the 2020-2021 academic year. However, one school is 

not enough! According to the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), the rezoning would 

have a negative impact on elementary and middle schools located in the southern portion (CSD 

19, Sub-District 2) of the neighborhood and a temporary negative impact on elementary and 

middle schools located in the northern portion (CSD 19, Sub-district 1) of the neighborhood.  

The proposed 1,000 seat school is expected to completely address the impact on the 

public schools on the north-side of CSD19 (Sub-district 1.) Given the City’s track record of 

keeping their promises made during rezonings, we demand that the City make plans now as to 

how they will alleviate the temporary and significant overcrowding that will occur prior to the 

completion date of the new school and come up with alternatives in the event that the school is 

not ready by the academic year 2020-21.  

In the FEIS, the City identifies that the rezoning would result in the deficit of 1,168 

elementary and middle school seats (720 elementary school seats and 448 middle school seats) in 
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the southern portion of the neighborhood- - this is the negative impact with the new school! We 

believe that even this documented adverse impact this is a tremendous under-counting of the 

number of seats needed. The City has not taken into account the thirteen (13) charter schools that 

serve elementary students in the study area and six (6) charter schools that serve intermediate 

students--all of which are allocated in DOE buildings! Charter schools were not considered in the 

quantitative analysis. The seats taken by charter schools need to be deducted from local school 

capacity estimate.  

Furthermore, the City should not treat the school seats in trailer class rooms as permanent 

and should adjust their utilization rates to reflect this. Any City action to relieve overcrowding in 

schools in East New York, as part of the rezoning plan, should include plans to eliminate existing 

trailers by adding seats to existing facilities or through new construction. The plan should also 

preserve treasured community service sin school buildings like the East New York Diagnostic & 

Treatment Center clinic and the Beacon at the IS 302 campus. 

The final plan should identify the sites needed for expanding public school seats and 

clearly state the financing commitments which will be made. The mitigation measures set forth 

in the Final Environmental Impact Statement must identify, earmark and include large 

development sites (over 50,000 square foot footprint) in the NYC Department of Education's 

Capital Plan for school construction as part of the rezoning. Given the scarcity of large 

developable sites and the need to provide comprehensive community services for the current 

community and for any future population increase (a goal that the Rezone recognizes), the City 

must address as a part of their rezone how it will proactively acquire sites for school. The City 
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must use all of the tools at its disposal, including eminent domain, to acquire sites before there 

zoning is complete and land prices skyrocket. 

Because of these concerns about the method for calculating current and future need for 

school seats, concerns about the lack of clear, on-time construction of the one school in the City's 

Plan, and concerns about timely identification of sites for additional schools, we urge the City 

Planning Commission to vote “No” to the East New York Rezoning Plan and advocate for the 

adoption of the Alternative Plan presented by the Coalition for Community Advancement.  

 

The proposed 1,000 seat school is expected to completely address the temporary impact on the 

northern schools while partially addressing the negative impact on southern schools. Given the 

City’s track record of keeping their promises made during rezonings, we demand that the City 

make plans now as to how they will alleviate the temporary and significant overcrowding that 

will occur prior to the completion date of the new school and come up with alternatives in the 

event that the school is not ready by the academic year 2020-21. 
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EMERGENCY SERVICES 
 

Members of City Council,  

My name is Darma Diaz and I am a home-owner and long-time resident in Cypress Hills.  

I am also a proud member of the Coalition for Community Advancement I am testifying on the 

need for the City to plan for more emergency services as part of the East New York Plan. We are 

urging City Council to vote NO on the City's East New York Plan, unless it is the Coalition's 

Alternative Plan. 

The City acknowledges that the rezone will bring about 24,455 residents and workers to 

the area. But, it says that the re-zone will not "create a sizable new neighborhood where none 

existed before" and so there is no need to assess the potential impacts to fire protection. It seems 

impossible, given the density and built-up nature of Brooklyn and the population increase, that 

our neighborhood wouldn't need additional fire protection services. The Coalition continues to 

request that the final environmental impact statement include an assessment of the potential 

impacts to fire protection. 

In addition, since both Engine 236 and Engine 332/Ladder 175 are located directly next 

to proposed development sites within the rezoning area, the Coalition asked that the Final 

Environmental Impact Statement assess how developing these sites would potentially impact or 

inhibit access to these facilities. The Coalition is pleased that these concerns were heard, 

however, the Final Environmental Impact Statement concluded that no construction impacts 

would be expected and that response times would (and I quote) "not be materially affected by 

construction due to the geographic distribution of the police and fire facilities and their 
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respective coverage areas." We believe there would be a serious impact that would threaten the 

safety of all of us. 

Like with fire protection, the Coalition asked that the FEIS assess what additional NYPD 

patrols, personnel, and facilities will be needed to serve the estimated 24,455 new residents and 

workers. The request was also based in the fact that the 75th police precinct is one of the 

geographically largest in the City. The City's response was the same as its response to the request 

to study indirect impacts on fire protection: the rezoning (and I quote) "will not create a sizable 

new neighborhood where none existed before" and is therefore is not needed.  

The Coalition also specifically asked that, especially given the 75th police precinct's large 

catchment area, response times for emergencies in Highland Park be assessed given the increased 

demand for emergency services generated by 24,455 new residents in the community. The City 

responded that the issue is outside the scope of assessment, probably because they believe that no 

"sizeable new neighborhood" will be created. Just like with fire protection, this seems 

impossible.  

This plan must be more than a housing plan. It must address the needs of existing 

community members, especially our needs for emergency services. Because the City's Plan fails 

to identify our neighborhood's increasing needs for emergency services and mitigate threats to 

public safety, we urge the City Council to vote no to the East New York Rezoning Plan and 

advocate for the adoption of the Alternative Plan presented by the Coalition for Community 

Advancement. 
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COMMUNITY GARDENS 
 

Members of City Council,  

My name is Roy Frias. I am a resident of East New York, a staff member at United 

Community Centers in East New York, and we are members of the Coalition for Community 

Advancement: Progress for East New York/Cypress Hills.  

I am here to talk about creating and preserving green spaces, specifically community 

gardens. Though the city has very beautiful botanical gardens, many families in my community 

lack the extra money to pay for public transportation and the admission fees to visit these 

wonderful spaces. Also visitors to these spaces are prohibited from using their senses of taste and 

smell to fully experience the flowers and plants. 

In 2010, a group of community residents tired of living near vacant lots filled with trash, 

debris, weeds, and rodents joined forces with the Cypress Hills Local Development Corporation 

to obtain the necessary permits to clean and convert the lot to a community garden. While we 

had many residents, we lacked the financial resources to build as it costs a lot of money to 

purchase soil, compost, lumber, etc. However, with the leadership and guidance of the Cypress 

Hills Local Development Corporation, we were connected to organizations such as Greenthumb, 

GrowNYC, New York Restoration Project, & East New York Farms who provided us with 

funds, materials, and/or additional labor to build out this site and several others. 

Fast forward to 2016 and residents are gardening in five new community gardens that are 

providing residents with a green space to grow food to feed their families, thus stretching their 

income and increasing their overall health. They are spaces to meet neighbors, make new friends, 

and even get away from the hectic and stressful moments to recharge mentally. Our children 
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have learned about nutrition, botany, carpentry, mural painting, and even about raising chickens 

and enjoying their eggs within hours of being laid. 

As a community gardener, I have met new neighbors and formed new friendships in the 

safe space that is the garden. The community garden has forced me to venture to the other side of 

Atlantic Avenue, which can be daunting to cross. As long as I grow tomatoes, peppers, eggplant, 

and basil in the plot, the family is happy and the rest of the space has been used to grow 

vegetables uncommon and unknown in the neighborhood such as kale, Swiss chard, tomatillos, 

and collard greens. When in the garden, I can be quietly there with the plants and the chickens, 

tending them, and in turn receiving nutrients for my body, color for my mind, and peace for my 

soul. 

We request the Commission of City Planning consider the following:  

x Low income communities, such as East New York don’t have the economic capacity to 
implement urban gardening projects That should not be an impediment to having and 
enjoying green spaces on public land. 

x We need more green spaces in this neighborhood so people can interact, and children and 
learn about the importance and relationships we enjoy with plants, and also develop 

x social skills. 
x Not every parcel of land needs to be developed into a building. Green is more pleasing 

and relaxing to the eye and mind than grey concrete slabs. 
x We ask that you consider converting vacant lots too small for development into 

community gardens. 
x We request that you preserve the land of the current community gardens but also helping 

with the maintenance or expansion of existing gardens. 
 

To close, we call on City Council to vote “No”, unless the City commits to adopting the 

Coalition’s Alternate Plan. 
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ARTS 
 
Greetings Members of New York City Council, 

My name is Catherine Green and I am Founder and Executive Director of ARTs East 

New York a local non-profit arts organization, a member of the Coalition for Community 

Advancement of ENY/Cypress Hills and long-time resident of the East New York community. I 

stand here today demanding that the details of the rezone plan are modified to include REAL 

Affordable Housing, strengthened protections against tenant harassment and displacement and 

the preservation of local grassroots artists and culture cultural institutions that contribute to the 

existing creative economy in our community.  

With the rise in property value, our artists, the torch bearers of our local culture, would 

lose opportunities and resources available for affordable space for work and collaboration. We 

understand that change is inevitable, however, all of those present in this room have the ability to 

work together to create change that is inclusive, fair and sustainable. As one who works with 

local Artists, artisans and a beautiful community of creatives I have witnessed this first hand.  

From ENY residents who after realizing that NYC had abandoned the area ….turned 

vacant lots into gardens that not only provide a healthy sustainable lifestyle, beautified blocks 

and created a source of income for these families…..with little to no resources.  

Local dance companies such as Purelements who have national and international audiences 

decided to turn and devote their talents to training youth in the very neighborhood that they were 

born and raised…. with little to no resources.  

And ARTS EAST NY creating a cultural infrastructure that has used the arts as a tool for 

socioeconomic change and most recently Provined alternative uses to vacant spaces in a 
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community where access to public spaces that are not just parks. Transitioning them to into 

bustling artist and vendor market providing space for artists and entrepreneurs an opportunity to 

create and generate income that circulates the local dollar.  

With our renewlots vendor market and artist incubator providing giving 10 entrepreneurs their 

first chance at a store front and 4 artists affordable studio space.  

  We are concerned that the existing ENY plan is not inclusive of artists and cultural 

institutions that preserve the very heartbeat of our community. We are concerned that the cultural 

economy has not been an intriguing part of the plan. We are concerned that there has not been a 

more detailed plan to assist the existing Cultural organizations via grants/loans as modeled in 

The City of New Orleans where similar communities’ arts orgs are offered no fee capacity 

building loans to ground their work and prepare them for larger cultural organizations that seek 

to take advantage of the wealth of new resources and attention coming to the area.  

While we appreciate efforts to map and research and offer capacity building workshops. 

We would like to see a stronger commitment to ensure that local Artists and artisans are not 

displaced out of an area that they have made beautiful. We know that the community plan must 

incorporate the preservation and further development of the creative economy that organizers in 

the neighborhood, like myself and the team at AENY, can continue to build on and not see their 

work wasted as the community gets painted over.  
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ANTI-HARASSMENT 
 
 

ANHD 
50 Broad Street, Suite 1402 

New York, NY 10004 
Tel: (212) 747-1117 

 
 

TESTIMONY OF EMILY GOLDSTEIN, BEFORE 
the New York City Council Zoning Subcommittee 

 
March 7th, 2016 
 
Good afternoon. I’d like to thank Council Members Greenfield and Richards, and the entire 

committee for the opportunity to testify today.  

 

My name is Emily Goldstein and I am the Senior Campaign Organizer at the Association 

for Neighborhood and Housing Development (ANHD). ANHD is a membership organization of 

New York City neighborhood-based housing and economic development groups, CDCs, 

affordable housing developers, supportive housing providers, community organizers, and 

economic development service providers. Our mission is to ensure flourishing neighborhoods 

and decent, affordable housing for all New Yorkers. We have nearly 100 members throughout 

the five boroughs who have developed over 100,000 units of affordable housing in the past 25 

years alone and directly operate over 30,000 units.  

The City’s focus in East New York, as well as in the other neighborhoods where rezoning 

proposals have been announced, has been largely on the development of new housing. However, 

we are concerned that the majority of the new housing developed based on the current rezoning 

proposal for East New York will be unaffordable to the majority of people currently living in the 
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neighborhood. Approximately 40% of households in and around the East New York Study Area 

(within a half-mile buffer) are at or below 30% AMI, or about $25,900 per year. The lowest 

affordability level guaranteed by the currently proposed version of Mandatory Inclusionary 

Housing is 60% AMI, or about $51,800 per year. With subsidy under the terms of the HPD 

ELLA program, 10% of units would be affordable to families at 30% AMI. Not only does that 

not match the needs of East New York residents, but the deeply affordable units would not be 

permanently affordable the way units required by zoning would be, and would also not be 

guaranteed – developers could choose not to use HPD subsidy, and future administrations might 

not have the same commitment to subsidizing deeply affordable housing. 

The mismatch between the new housing likely to be built and the income levels of East 

New York residents makes a greater focus on preserving the area’s existing affordable housing 

and preventing the displacement of residents from their current homes all the more important.  

Existing sources of affordable housing include a large amount of unregulated housing, as 

well as approximately 3,000 units of rent-regulated housing, which represent a vital commodity 

for any neighborhood. The city must incorporate strong anti-displacement measures into ANY 

land-use action to ensure that these units are not lost through speculation or tenant harassment. 

Legal services are welcome, but are not enough to counteract the profit motive that leads many 

landlords to drive out long-time residents in favor of higher profits.  

One tool that can and should be used to help prevent the displacement of low-income 

residents in East New York is the implementation of a Certificate of No Harassment requirement 

when landlords apply for permits from the Department of Buildings. If landlords with a history 

of tenant harassment were either unable to renovate their buildings to attract higher-paying 
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tenants, or had to provide a cure of permanently affordable apartments in the building, there 

would be a clear monetary disincentive for tenant harassment. Based on the experiences of 

tenants and community organizers in the Clinton Special District on Manhattan’s West Side, we 

believe this mechanism would help to relieve the mounting pressure on East New York’s low-

income tenants.  

We urge you to amend the zoning proposal before you to incorporate a Certificate of No 

Harassment requirement. We also encourage the Council to pass legislation implementing a 

Citywide version of the requirement, to protect tenants outside the immediate rezoning 

boundaries who nonetheless will feel the ripple effects of changes in the neighborhood, and to 

ensure that in other neighborhoods protections are in place proactively, before speculation based 

on anticipated zoning changes starts to impact tenants.  

ANHD has been proud to work with the Coalition for Community Advancement in 

developing an alternative plan for the East New York rezoning. We urge the committee, and the 

Council as a whole to take seriously the local community’s very legitimate concerns about how 

the rezoning proposal before you will negatively impact East New York residents, workers, and 

business owners, and to incorporate the practical and carefully considered recommendations the 

Coalition has developed to ensure that East New York can grow and change in ways that benefit 

all of the area’s community members.  
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113 HESTER STREET • NEW YORK, NY 10002 • WWW.HESTERSTREET.ORG 

Testimony for Betsy MacLean, Executive Director, Hester Street Collaborative New York 

City Council Subcommittee Meeting on Zoning + Franchises: East New York Rezoning 

Scheduled for March 7, 2016 

Good afternoon, Chairman Richards, Council Member Espinal and Committee Members. 

My name is Betsy MacLean and I am the Executive Director of Hester Street Collaborative. 

Hester Street has been providing planning, design and real estate development technical 

assistance to community based organizations, private firms and City agencies since 2002. Along 

with some of our technical assistance colleagues, we have been very involved in many of the re-

zonings currently in process throughout the City – most recently working alongside the 

Speaker’s Office, the Manhattan Borough President’s Office, CB 11 and Community Voices 

Heard in East Harlem.  

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the proposed East New York re-zoning plan with 

you today. East New York is particularly near and dear to my heart: I spent a good chunk of my 

career developing affordable housing and community facilities in the neighborhood. It is my 

opinion that a re-zoning plan has the potential to expand housing and economic opportunities, to 

invest in the kind of infrastructure that has long been lacking, the services and resources most 

needed to ensure the equitable, sustainable development of the neighborhood long into the 

future. However, that is only possible if the Plan meets the needs of current residents and is 
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responsive to deep and justified concerns about speculation, gentrification and displacement of 

long-term residents. Today I’d like to specifically address the New York City Infrastructure Fund 

as it relates to the equitable development of East New York.  

We’d like to applaud the Mayor for committing some $1.6 billion in capital funds to 

infrastructure needs in all of the neighborhoods set to be re-zoned. Our understanding is that 

those funds are divvied up among 4 Funds: the Neighborhood, Rezoning, Housing + Acquisition 

Funds. This kind of capital commitment is a step in the right direction toward holistic 

neighborhood plans – not just zoning changes. These funds also offer the opportunity to respond 

directly to local needs – to engage communities directly in the long-term development of their 

neighborhoods, connecting local priorities to discreet capital projects. Unfortunately, in East 

New York, we feel that this might easily become an opportunity lost.  

The City has committed $703 million to a Neighborhood Fund – money for priority 

projects identified in City rezoning plans. These projects include parks, playgrounds, pedestrian 

plazas and street improvements. While we have concerns about the size of the fund – when 

spread across all of the rezoning neighborhoods over the next five to ten years, its potential 

impact diminishes greatly – we are, however, most concerned about the process by which these 

“priority projects” are identified. In East New York, DCP has identified these three projects: • 

Upgrades to City Line park • Highland Park Playground Reconstruction • Atlantic Avenue 

Reconstruction (sidewalk repair, trees, lighting, seats)  

These projects were chosen by DCP, and while City Planning consulted with the East 

New York community on the specifics of the parks and traffic calming projects after they were 

chosen, the community was not offered a choice. There was never a discussion on the parameters 
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of eligible uses for the funds or which projects would be funded. There is, of course, a very big 

difference between weighing in on the details of a plan already put in place – the number of 

benches or placement of planters – and having the opportunity to make an informed choice about 

which projects will be chosen in the first place. The East New York community has been very 

specific about their infrastructure wants and needs in the Community Re-Zoning Plan. The 

Neighborhood Fund resources seem designed to help bridge a gap between City Planning goals 

and community priorities.  

We urge the City to go back to the community, to define the total amount available for 

these projects, the eligible uses of the funds and to engage in truly participatory planning and 

design, where community members have a seat at the drawing board from the very beginning. 

Another opportunity presented by the collective Infrastructure Funds is the acquisition of private 

land by the City for affordable housing and community facility development. Seventy-five 

million dollars has been set aside in an Acquisition Fund for the purchase of private land by the 

City in rezoning neighborhoods. City-owned sites, of course, are some of our greatest resources 

when it comes to developing deeply affordable housing. Without astronomical land prices to 

contend with, and with the help of HPD subsidies, responsible developers are able to build 

quality housing that is deeply affordable in perpetuity. The City has the added benefit of being 

able to shape the uses of those sites – to require the development of needed community facilities, 

like schools and grocery stores – to maximize the benefit of City-owned land. Unlike East 

Harlem, East New York does not have multiple, large, City-owned sites to re-develop. Of the 

1200-some affordable units HPD is projecting will be developed over the next two years, only 

310 will be developed on City-owned land. Of those 310, 45 are to be developed as small homes 
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affordable to owners earning at 80% of AMI – far above the income of most East New York 

residents.  

The one large, City-owned site being redeveloped as part of the Plan, located on Chestnut 

and Dinsmore Streets, is set to contain some 200 affordable apartments and a 1,000- seat public 

school – a huge benefit to the community. However, that site alone is not enough to provide the 

depth of affordability the community is asking for, along with the community facilities they’ve 

made clear they need to ensure the healthy growth and development of the neighborhood well 

into the future.  

There is one site in the re-zoning area that could provide a tremendous amount of housing 

and has a large enough footprint to also allow for thousands of square feet of community facility 

and much needed green, open space. For many, many years, the Arlington Village site, located 

on Atlantic between Berriman Street and Montauk Avenue has loomed large in the lives of East 

New York residents. Long a symbol of neighborhood blight and disinvestment, countless elected 

officials, community developers and service providers have dreamed of, studied, elicited 

community feedback on, and invested in highly developed plans for the possibilities of the 

300,000 square foot site. 

Given the development potential of the Arlington Village site – hundreds and hundreds of 

units in addition to thousands of square feet of community facility and retail space – we think it’s 

the perfect candidate for the Acquisition Fund. We urge the Administration to acquire this site – 

singular in both its size and potential – and work with community members to realize the kind of 

development that serves neighborhood needs and meets affordable housing development goals. If 

the City does not step in, the neighborhood will lose a rare resource that would go a long, long 
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way to meeting community housing, education, retail and open space needs. Long-term residents 

have fought for the kinds of benefits the re-zoning and related investments will surely bring to 

the neighborhood. Acquiring this site and mandating development that meets local needs and 

priorities will ensure that it is the East New York community that reaps those benefits, not a 

private developer.  

Thank you for the time and opportunity to discuss the Infrastructure Fund and its 

potential to strengthen the proposed East New York re-zoning plan in order to ensure maximum 

benefits to the East New York community. I’m happy to address any questions you might have. 
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TESTIMONY OF ADRIEN A. WEIBGEN BEFORE THE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ZONING AND FRANCHISES REGARDING THE EAST NEW 

YORK REZONING 
 
Monday, March 7, 2016  

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. My name is Adrien Weibgen, and I am a 

Staff Attorney at the Community Development Project of the Urban Justice Center, or “CDP.” 

CDP’s mission is to strengthen the impact of grassroots organizations in New York City’s low-

income and other excluded communities. We partner with community organizations to win legal 

cases, publish community-driven research reports, assist with the formation of new organizations 

and cooperatives, and provide technical and transactional assistance in support of their work 

towards social justice. As part of its work around neighborhood change, CDP is working with the 

Coalition for Community Advancement to support responsible, equitable development in East 

New York and Cypress Hills.  

CDP and the Coalition share the City’s desire to create more affordable housing in the 

neighborhood. But we have grave concerns about the City’s plans to significantly upzone East 

New York without guarantees that most of the housing is affordable to the current community. 

Inviting the construction of significantly more apartments that current residents cannot afford 

will not help alleviate their housing crisis, because the benefits of housing that is out of reach 

will not “trickle down.” The City must do more to ensure that a greater share of what is built is 

deeply affordable. We urge the City not to open the floodgates of market-rate housing in East 
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New York – a move that will not meet local housing needs, that risks displacing thousands of 

people, and that can never be undone.  

The City estimates that the rezoning in East New York will produce 6400 new 

apartments, and it is aiming to make half of those units affordable. But there are two fundamental 

problems with the City’s development plans. The first is that the City does not have a concrete, 

realistic way to get to the number of affordable apartments it has promised. As of today, HPD 

has committed to subsidizing just1200 apartments – less than a fifth of the total. Because 

Mandatory Inclusionary Housing could not get the overall share of affordable apartments up to 

half on its own, the City would have to subsidize almost 1000 more units to meet the goal of half 

affordability it has set for East New York. But the City has not said where or when these units 

will be built. Subsidies are a voluntary strategy that will not work as a way to get affordable 

housing once the market in ENY is stronger, and we cannot know precisely when the market will 

have shifted to the point that developers no longer want to accept HPD subsidies. What we do 

know is that land prices and rents – which had been stable for years – skyrocketed after the City 

completed a prior planning initiative in ENY, and again after the City announced this rezoning. 

The City is assuring community members that developers will not be able to build 

without subsidies for years, but the truth is that the City doesn’t know this, and the only 

statements it has made about when developers might stop taking subsidies estimate that that 

tipping point may arrive as soon as two years from now. In other words, the City has a two-year 

funding plan for a fifteen-year building plan. The City’s heavy reliance on voluntary subsidies 

without the ability to predict what will happen in the future leaves significant doubt about 

whether the City will meet its stated goal of making half of the new apartments affordable. And 
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even that goal – half affordable, and half market rate – is not something current East New 

Yorkers want. The community does not need a glut of market-rate apartments; it already has 

thousands of units of unregulated housing where rents could double or triple as market pressures 

increase, and it does not need more of the same. What East New York needs, and all it needs, is 

more housing that will stay deeply affordable in the long term.  

The second fundamental problem with the City’s plans is that the affordability levels do 

not match the current neighborhood need. The Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Option the City 

is seeking to implement in East New York would require just a quarter of new construction units 

to be permanently “affordable,” but they will be affordable at 60% AMI, to households making 

over $50,000 a year – well above the community’s median income of $34,000 a year for a family 

of four. Over half of current neighborhood residents will not be able to afford even the 

“affordable” units produced by MIH. And even though over a third of families in East New York 

earn less than 30% AMI, there is nothing in the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing policy that 

requires developers to build housing at this income level, in East New York or anywhere else.  

The HPD-subsidized projects will come closer to meeting the neighborhood need, but close 

enough is not good enough. Subsidized projects include too much housing at 60% AMI and too 

little where the need is greatest – at or below 40% AMI, the neighborhood median income. In 

HPD subsidized projects, just a quarter of apartments will be affordable to families earning up to 

the local median income. So far, that means 300 units – less than 5% of the new housing the 

rezoning will bring.  

The City’s plans create too great a risk for East New York with too little reward. The 

question is not whether this rezoning plan is better than the rezoning plans under the Bloomberg 
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administration or previous mayors, but whether this is the best plan we can do now for the people 

of East New York – and the answer to that question is no. Similarly, the question is not whether 

City agencies have met with the Coalition and other community members, but whether they have 

listened to them and revised the rezoning plan to meet their needs – and the answer to that is, not 

yet. If current residents cannot afford the vast majority of the new apartments the rezoning 

brings, the rezoning will hurt, not help them. And the rezoning will hasten displacement 

pressures, not alleviate them.  

But it’s not too late to make this a plan that works for the people of East New York. The 

City should drive down rent levels in the projects it subsidizes – a move that will require 

additional subsidy dollars, but an investment that the community deserves after so many decades 

of neglect. The City should also cut the amount of upzoning to more closely match the amount of 

housing HPD can subsidize soon, which will help curb gentrification and displacement by 

making deeply affordable housing a greater share of the total. Finally, the City must create a 

deep affordability band within MIH to ensure that that program creates permanently affordable 

housing where the need is greatest – below 30% AMI.  

East New York is not just a means to the end of the Mayor’s housing plan – it is a 

community with needs of its own, which this rezoning must address. The rezoning should be for 

the people of East New York, or it should not happen at all.  

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. If you have any questions about my 

testimony, I can be reached at aweibgen@urbanjustice.org or 646-459-3027. 
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SPECULATION 

 

Good Morning/Afternoon City Council Members,  

 

My name is Rose Martinez and I am a Morgan Stanley/Association for Neighborhood and Housing 

Development Community Development Fellow placed at the Cypress Hills Local Development Corporation, 

who is a member of the Coalition for Community Advancement: Progress for East New York/Cypress Hills. I 

will testify today on the property sales research I have conducted for the Coalition. Using the Department of City 

Planning's MapPLUTO land use and geographic data, and the Department of Finance's property sales data, I 

investigated to see if there has been an increase in the average property sales price in Community District 5 and 

within the rezone area boundaries from the 18 months before and after the Mayor's announcement of the East 

New York Rezoning and Housing Plan made in May 2014. 

In Community District 5, the average property sales price has increased for mixed-use, industrial, and 

vacant properties. Mixed-use properties have increased 146%, industrial 113%, and vacant 64%. Focusing on 

industrial properties, the average sales price for industrial properties before the rezoning announcement was 

$895,828 and $1,906,785 after the rezoning announcement. This is a $1,010,957 difference which corresponds 

to a 113% increase. When looking only at factories, the average sales price before the rezoning announcement 

was $1,104,091 and $4,018,615 after the rezoning announcement. This is a $2,914,524 difference or a 264% 

increase. 

In the rezone area, the average sales price for multi-family walkups, industrial2 and vacant properties is 

significantly much greater than average sales price found for Community District 5. Multi-family walkups have 

increased 201%, industrial 298%, and vacant 226%. The average sales price for multi-family walkups before the 

rezoning announcement was $483,250 and $1,452,558 after the rezoning announcement. There is a $969,308 

                                                 
2  For the rezone area, the number sales of factories and warehouses are too low. Averages calculated for factories and 
warehouses may not be representative and skewed.  
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difference which corresponds to a 201% increase. The average sales price for industrial properties before the 

rezoning announcement was $546,451 and $2,172,501 after the rezoning announcement. There is a $1,626,050 

difference which corresponds to a 298% increase which is alarming.  

My analysis strongly indicates that there has been an increase in speculation in the rezone area since the 

announcement of the rezoning. Residents of unregulated units are currently vulnerable to harassment and 

displacement from speculators seeking a return in their investment. To prevent the displacement of these 

residents, the Coalition proposes the Flip Tax, which increases the transfer tax on all transfers to non-owner 

occupied/investor-purchased units and to implement citywide anti-harassment legislation based on the Special 

Clinton District. The Special Clinton District requires owners of multiple-dwelling buildings to apply for a 

Certification of No Harassment from HPD prior to seeking a DOB permit to alter, demolish, or change the shape 

or layout of a building. 

In conclusion, we ask the City Council to vote NO, UNLESS the City commits to the implementation 

of the Coalition's Alternative Community Plan. Happy to answer any questions.  

Thank you!  
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Increase in sales price after rezoning 

*Removing two outlier sales ($25,695,450 & $36,000,000):  

Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent
TOTAL # of SALES 2038 2040 2 0.1% 760 891 131 17.2%
Total # of $0 Sales 710 35% 670 33% -40 -6% 256 34% 287 32% 31 12.1%

Average Sale Price
1-3 Family $40,123 12% $41,215 13%

Walkup Rental $408,068 67% $969,308 201%
Rental 4-10 Units $414,677 146% $405,828 142%

Coops & Condos $4,674 2% -$108,300 -43%
Industrial $1,130,001 77% -$50,550 -2%
Factories $5,821,923 527% $17,723,250 4039%

Warehouses -$470,058 -15% -$3,324,394 -76%

Commercial Garages $129,366 26% $189,104 81%
Commercial $177,655 18% -$188,083 -21%

Facilities $1,424,762 450% $399,000 39900%
Other -$15,313 -4% $84,125 40%

Vacant $128,142 64% $249,251 266%

Average Sale 
Price/Land SF
1-3 Family $15 9% $21 13%
Walkup Rental $22 11% $21 12%
Rental 4-10 Units $65 26% $126 65%
Coops & Condos - - - -
Industrial (All) -$4 -3% -$3 -3%

Factories $106 68% $0 0%
Warehouses -$75 -36% -$66 -22%

Commercial Garages -$9 -8% $39 64%
Commercial $50 29% $103 84%
Facilities $63 71% $155 46412%
Other $7 8% $40 47%
Vacant (All) -$5 -6% $25 57%

Vacant Commercial -$64 -46% $19 47%
Tax Class 1 Vacant $10 13% $28 65%$87$77.35

$198
$249

-

$254,666

$691,909
$1,452,558
$357,523

$146,367

$18,162,000
$1,055,000

$422,854$233,750

$4,379,394
$438,750

$636,181

$2,725,769
$6,926,014

$316,927
$349,444
$199,183

$92 $86.47

$113 $104.60

$234,049
$1,472,564

$973,816

$111

$329,553
$604,793

$342,945
$294,125
$400,000
$705,400

$2,172,501

$506,814

$3,195,828
$1,104,091

$284,548

$369,676
$1,012,861
$699,225

$238,723

$316,309
$483,250
$286,081

$90.59

$75.40

$153

$208

$89
$84

$139

Difference
Entire Community District 5 Rezone Area

$156 $263

-
$148.39

$184
$219
$314

$168

$2,223,051

$893,483
$1,000

$210,000
$93,695$327,325

$43 $67
$41 $60

DifferenceBefore Rezoning After Rezoning Before Rezoning After Rezoning

$2,602,565

$1,151,471
$1,741,689
$334,132

$160 $182
$172 $193

$132.67

$152.48
$175 $225.57 $122 $224

Property Sales

$84 $124

$305
$93 $93

$239
$60 $99

$0.33 $155

$194 $320
- -

$114

$43 $71
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** Factors affecting averages: 
       - Large sales price for industrial $25,695,450     - Small sample size        - Included $1-$1,000 

sales (excluded $0 sales) 
 
 

 CB 5 Averages 
 Before Rezoning After Rezoning 
 Sample Size   Low-High Range Sample Size   Low-High Range 

Warehouses 13 $44,562-$25,695,450 13 $500,000 - $8,000,000 
Facilities 3 $1,000-$625,000 4 $10,000-$1,735,000 

 
 Rezone Area Averages 
 Before Rezoning After Rezoning 

 Sample Size Low-High Range Sample Size  Low-High Range 
Coops & Condos 1 $254,666  4 $97,666-$202,800 

Factories 5 $10,000-$950,000 2 $324,000-$36,000,000 
Warehouses 7 $44,562-$25,695,450 2 $500,000-$1,610,000 

Facilities 1 $1,000  1 $400,000  
Other 1 $210,000  12 $60,000-$650,000 

 
  

Average Sale Price
Industrial $1,010,957 113% $1,626,050 298%
Factories $2,914,524 264% $17,723,250 4039%

Warehouses $1,404,910 106% $228,282 28%

Avg Sale Price/Land SF
Industrial $22 18% $8 8%
Factories $114 73% $0 0%

Warehouses $17 14% $101 73%

After Rezoning Difference
$125 $147.65
$156 $270
$116 $132.67

Entire Community District 5 Within Rezoning Boundary
Before Rezoning After Rezoning Difference

$546,451 $2,172,501
$438,750 $18,162,000
$826,718 $1,055,000

$103 $111
$93 $93

$138 $239

Before Rezoning

$895,828 $1,906,785
$1,104,091 $4,018,615
$1,320,859 $2,725,769

Before Rezoning After Rezoning Difference

Before Rezoning After Rezoning Difference
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Number of Sales Difference 
Rezoning Corridors Before After Count Percent 

Fulton Street 32 52 20 63% 
Atlantic Avenue 32 42 10 31% 
Liberty Avenue 34 40 6 18% 
Pitkin Avenue 31 57 26 84% 

Pennsylvania Avenue 7 18 11 157% 
 

Number of Sales in Rezone Area Difference 
By Land Use Before After Count Percent 

One-Two Family 133 172 39 29% 
Multi-Family Walk-up 75 83 8 11% 

Mixed Use 35 54 19 54% 
Commercial 6 4 -2 -33% 

Industrial 11 6 -5 -45% 
Parking 5 13 8 160% 
Vacant 11 25 14 127% 
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ARLINGTON VILLAGE 
 
Good Morning Council Members, 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on the East New York Plan. I am Rebecca 

Crimmins, a Project Manager at Cypress Hills Local Development Corporation responsible for 

the development of affordable housing in Cypress Hills and East New York.  We want to express 

our concerns with the inclusion of the Arlington Village site in the rezoning of the Cypress 

Hills/East New York Neighborhood.  We support the Coalition for Community Advancement’s 

demand to cut out Arlington Village from the East New York Rezone Plan. 

This site is of extreme importance to the community, in that it is the single largest 

development parcel in the neighborhood, a lot size of 310,000 SF, with a total buildable area of 

329,588 SF currently allowable under the existing zoning, and, with the proposed East New 

York rezoning, an increased 854,992 SF allowable for a total buildable development of 

1,184,580 SF. The site is also at a critical location, as it is centrally sited in the community and 

on the largest thoroughfare receiving the most additional density in the rezoning plan - Atlantic 

Avenue.  

Given the many, many years of disinvestment in the property and the community by the 

previous owner, the infamous Rita Stark, and given its sale to the infamous speculative 

developer, Bluestone, providing additional density on this site averts what in any other 

neighborhood would require a developer to go through an extensive public review process, and 

to make commitments to the neighborhood in the form of, for example, a Community Benefits 

Agreement, or similar. Evading this process makes the City not only complicit in the actions of 
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this developer, which so far has included illegal renovations and harassment of tenants, but 

actually rewards them for their speculative behavior based on the assumption of easily obtaining 

additional density, without any consideration as to how an expansive, critical site could and 

should contribute to the needs of the neighborhood. We must address what is wrong with our 

City that a slumlord can earn almost 30 million dollars off the backs of the low-income tenants 

of this neighborhood, and pursuantly a developer can avoid the construction of any significant 

quantity of affordable housing. 

This is where the government must step in, now, to ensure what the market does not 

provide - but the public needs - actually happens. Perhaps there should be a policy on any FAR 

increase on sites over a certain very large SF threshold, over which square footage, an increased 

amount of affordable housing is then required, perhaps 50%. We’ll call this an East New York 

Option 2.  

The stakes are simply too high to allow the City to award extensive FAR benefits to this 

site without any prerequisites to meet the needs of the community - by way of affordability and 

other neighborhood needs as expressed by the community.  The City has said that cutting the 

developer out means they will build without any affordability and the damage will be worse. 

However, the numbers paint a different picture, such that:  

1)The developer will not build the approximately 450 units now at market rate that is allowable 

with existing zoning if the site is cut out, because the current market rate of the neighborhood 

will not cover the cost of construction and debt required to finance that development. 
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2) Under current MIH, only 25% of the units would be affordable - so the gains to the site and 

developer are tremendous, and yet the community would only receive an estimated 207 units of 

housing at 60% of AMI. To be clear: the negative impacts of the other 621 units of luxury 

housing added to the neighborhood do not justify the 207 units, mostly unaffordable to the 

community. 

In fact, the damage is not worse if the site is cut out, the damage is worse if the site is 

kept in the rezoning plan. The major significance of the Arlington Village site requires a real, 

site-specific, public review process. 

Thank you for your consideration. 
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GENTRIFICATION 
 

Members of City Council, 

My name is Brother Paul Muhhamad and I am an East New York homeowner, represent 

Mosque 7C of East New York, and we are members of the Coalition for Community 

Advancement: Progress for East New York/Cypress Hills. I will testify on the concerns we have 

about the rezoning in regards to fair housing and equity. We are urging you to vote NO on the 

City's East New York Plan, unless it is the Coalition's Alternative Plan.  

Throughout the years, we have seen Gentrification in Williamsburg, Bushwick, Bed Stuy 

and Harlem covered up by “urban renewal” projects, these same neighborhoods have seen 

tremendous loss in affordable housing (because the rent is already too high). At its very core 

gentrification (for us) is about those working families not being able to afford to live and raise 

families anymore. We lived and stayed in these places despite our struggles because we believed 

this was the right place to be and we continue to invest our lives into this study area. We may not 

be able to invest the millions of dollars’ developers used to make more millions from the 

community, but we speak from a place of understanding that the rates this plan is calling for will 

bring gentrification to our neighborhood. 

The real estate index in neighborhoods like Bed Stuy, Park Slope and Fort Green has 

increased by more than 26% from 2008 to 2014, that’s only six years. As the cost of living has 

risen, the income index has not. While many landlords continue to find ways to increase their 

revenue, New Yorkers are being pushed out of their homes. Over the years, the affordable 

housing stock continues to be depleted as rent stabilized units are being taken off the market. 
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While one goal of rezoning parts of East New York and other New York City 

neighborhoods is to develop additional affordable housing, we need to prioritize maintaining the 

affordable housing that already exists in our community. We want to ensure first and foremost 

that the people who live in this community now can stay in their homes as long as we welcome 

with open arms a new community of “housing refugees.” In East New York, half of all 

households earn less than 30 Thousand dollars a year. We want 100% of what the city builds 

here in our neighborhood to be built for the people who live here. 

Historically, East New York saw redlining deny mortgages. We’re a neighborhood that is 

already under attack, and we want a plan that will support us more. Give us the rates that will 

allow the community to stay, give us housing that families making $34,000 can afford. We 

demand that the City help us negotiate to create jobs for our community. East New York has one 

of the highest rates of unemployment in NYC-19% of East New Yorkers are unemployed. This is 

actually three times higher than NYC unemployment. We need to ensure that the ENY Re-Zone 

Plan includes strategies to increase living wage jobs for local residents.  

We demand that the City work with our community to create programs for skills that will 

help build a self- sustainable people. We demand a training and workforce development center in 

East New York (not in Brownsville), support for small businesses and preservation of 

manufacturing jobs and good, with living wage jobs with a future. 

We call on you, as our City Council Members, to vote “No” on the Mayor’s East New 

York Plan and instead implement to the Coalition’s Alternate Plan.  
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ALLIES 
Testimony of Dave Powell, Fifth Avenue Committee/Neighbors Helping Neighbors,  
Before City Council in Opposition to the Currently Proposed Plan to  
Re-Zone East NY/Cypress Hills, March 7, 2016 
 

My name is Dave Powell and I am the Director of Organizing and Advocacy at the Fifth 

Avenue Committee (FAC) and Neighbors Helping Neighbors (NHN), an affiliate of the Fifth 

Avenue Committee based in Sunset Park. Our organizations are active in the Brooklyn 

neighborhoods of Gowanus, Park Slope, Boerum Hill, Sunset Park, Downtown Brooklyn, 

Prospect Heights, Red Hook and beyond. Both organizations fight to keep families in their 

homes through eviction prevention casework, tenant association organizing and policy activism.   

So why are we here expressing our opposition to a plan to re-zone East NY?  There are 

two key reasons and they are not merely relegated to East NY but also to Jerome Avenue and 

other neighborhoods that are slated to be re-zoned a part of Mayor de Blasio’s housing plan. 

First and foremost, we want to express our support for the Coalition for Community 

Advancement’s Neighborhood Re-Zoning Plan.  An over-arching theme identified in CCA’s 

plan is that a lack of formal community input is a deep and fatal flaw in the current proposal to 

re-zone East NY put forth by the administration.  There cannot be trust in this process, let alone 

justice in the result, without community residents at the decision making table.  We say this in 

solidarity with the residents of East NY but also because this is the level of collaboration that we 

expect when the administration comes to re-zone Gowanus and Sunset Park. The era of top-

down planning characterized by the Bloomberg administration must be relegated to the dustbin 

of history.   
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Secondly, the proposed re-zonings in East NY, Jerome Ave and beyond, while admiral in 

their goals for affordable housing creation, are critically flawed in that they rely on inflating 

current housing values without creating additional protections for tenants and businesses, that 

will almost certainly face displacement.  Simply put, without such protections in place BEFORE 

any rezoning, the forces of predatory real estate speculation will find fertile ground in the 

Mayor’s proposals and any proposal that unleashes additional density for market-rate 

development. 

The phrase “housing crisis” has been used both by advocates and elected officials for 

decades now and has generally referred to ever escalating rents and the chronic lack of housing 

affordable to low- and moderate-income residents.  While this affordable housing crisis is still 

very much in full swing, I think we are all aware that we are currently are experiencing a closely 

related but often un-named crisis in New York City and that is the displacement crisis. 

Unfortunately, the relationship between these two is not often explicitly discussed and specific 

policy attempts to systematically address the latter are rarely forth coming. The tenants of New 

York City are in need of aggressive protections to address this displacement crisis, which has 

been fueled by international speculative investment in our housing market, deregulation 

loopholes created in the rent stabilization laws and the up-zoning of dozens of our communities 

by the Bloomberg administration.  These dynamics have created profitable incentives for 

landlords to displace families from low-rent housing through harassment and constructive 

eviction. 
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So we are here expressing solidarity with the residents and community groups of East 

NY/Cypress Hills and testifying in our own self-interest to deflect the flawed elements of the 

plan for these communities from migrating to our communities.  But I am also before you to 

issue a cautionary tale, as our community and organization has experienced first- hand what up-

zoning without tenant protections can do to a neighborhood.  For an example of why tenant 

protections and neighborhood planning must be put in place BEFORE neighborhood re-zonings, 

look no further than 4th Avenue in North and South Park Slope in the wake of the 2003 and 2007 

re-zonings.  Both of these land use actions not only brought displacement through harassment 

but also the demolition of sound, rent stabilized housing. 

A prime example of this was the destruction of 150 -158 4thAvenue, five rent stabilized 

buildings that provided 40 units of deeply affordable housing to low- and moderate-income 

families in our community (see attached one pager).  The increase in density was too tempting 

for this unscrupulous landlord who viciously and persistently harassed every last tenant out of 

these buildings until they were empty.  By 2009 these buildings were demolished and today our 

community walks by a luxury development that receives a 421a tax break where 40 of our 

beloved neighbors once lived.  Just down the block is 140 4th Avenue where only two families 

are left to resist the constructive eviction and harassment techniques of the landlord, as he 

recklessly slaps two additional floors onto this 8 unit building.  Diagonally across the street is 78 

St. Marks Place, another 8 unit building where two households bravely fight against a landlord 

who first harassed tenants out, but now has shifted gears and has applied to DHCR to demolish 

the building legally (see attached NYT article).   
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The danger and harassment endured by these 56 families – only 4 of whom are still in our 

community today – is a cautionary tale about the destructive forces that are unleashed by 

increased density and a call for additional tenant protections.  I was in front of this body two 

weeks ago testifying in favor of Intro 152-A which would establish a citywide anti-harassment 

district. Had this bill been law and additional protections identified in the Coalition for 

Community Advancement’s plan been operationalized in our neighborhood a decade ago, it is 

quite likely that the families I have testified about would still be part of our community and that 

the affordable housing that they lived in would not have been lost.   

I urge the City Council and in particular Council Members Espinal and Barron to vote 

“No” on the proposal that is before you unless and until a community planning framework and 

strong anti-displacement measures put forth by the Coalition for Community Advancement can 

be integrated into the current plan.  I will remind all Council members that although this is a 

local land use action, we all know that what happens in East NY will likely set a template that at 

least 14 more neighborhoods will be subject to follow in one form or another.  So please vote as 

if the plan put forth by the administration for East NY is going to set the terms and conditions 

under which your district is going to be re-zoned – because there is a strong possibility that is 

exactly what will happen. 

On both a citywide and neighborhood level we look forward to working with advocates, 

residents, this Council and the relevant city agencies to implement a planning framework that 

puts community voices first and that distinctly addresses the crisis of displacement that is 

destroying our neighborhoods. 
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Testimony regarding East New York Rezoning 
City Council Zoning & Franchises Committee Hearing 

3-7-16 
 

Enrique Colon 
CASA/New Settlement Apartments, 

Bronx Coalition for a Community Vision 
 

Hello everyone, 

My name is Enrique Colon and I am the outreach coordinator at CASA (Community 

Action for Safe Apartments) the housing organizing initiative of New Settlement Apartments 

located in the South West Bronx. I am also a part of the Bronx Coalition for a Community 

Vision which is organizing around the city’s plan to rezone Jerome Avenue. CASA is also a 

member of the city-wide affordable housing coalition called RAFA (Real Affordability for All). 

 

I have lived my entire life in the neighborhood being rezoned in the Bronx near Jerome Avenue. 

 

I am here representing our coalition in the Bronx to let you know that we are watching 

and we are concerned. If housing is built but isn't for people in the neighborhoods who need it 

the most, then who is it for? If getting some housing leads to the displacement of thousands of 

black, brown and immigrant residents of our city, then in whose interest are we doing this? Your 

decisions about how to move forward in East NY will send a message not just to the residents 

here but to thousands of us in the Bronx about who we care about as a city, and whose lives we 

value the most.  

The average income for families in East NY is $33,000. How does this plan ensure 

enough housing for them? How does it prevent displacement? How does it paint a path towards 
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union jobs and local hire? How does it reflect the needs and priorities that community members 

have outlined for you in their own plan? 

We are concerned that our brothers and sisters in East NY are not happy with this plan. If 

they aren't happy--that means they haven't been respected.  

What you decide to do has implications and will set the stage for the rest of the city. We 

hope that when we meet again in these City Hall chambers, we will know that you took us 

seriously and respected the gravity of our work to create a more just city. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Enrique Colon  

718-716-8000 x 122 

e.colon@newsettlement.org  
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From the Desk of David J. Bryan 
Director, Anti-Predatory Lending and Foreclosure Unit 

Phone and Fax 718-487-0856 
Email dbryan@bka.org 

 
STATEMENT OF DAVID J. BRYAN TO THE CITY COUNCIL 

I am David J. Bryan, Director of the Consumer Economic Advocacy Unit of Brooklyn 

Legal Services Corporation A, the only Brooklyn nonprofit law firm dating from the 1960’s that 

is managed by people who look like and represent the community they serve.  I represent 

between 100 and 150 homeowners every year facing foreclosure and other financial 

catastrophes.  We represent those homeowners in every city, state and federal courthouse in 

Kings and Queens County.  I have worked for this firm for the most part since I became a lawyer 

in 1998 as a product of New York City Public Schools.   

My first job as a lawyer was serving HIV positive clients in East NY and other parts of 

Brooklyn.  My job was located in the second floor of the Citibank building located at the corner 

of Jamaica and Pennsylvania Avenues at the mouth of what is now the Jackie Robinson 

Parkway.  At that time, serving HIV positive people in Brooklyn meant that you were working 

with people of color who were living in the shadows.  The stigma of AIDS was such that people 

who needed help the most were the most afraid to obtain it.  The stigma of AIDS also meant that 
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many people from outside the community imposed their ideas of how to resolve the issues of my 

clients lives.  Some ideas were good, some weren’t but the thing that was most frustrating was 

that you had bright and earnest people who would tell my clients that you didn’t know what was 

best for yourself.  Your years of working and suffering counted for nothing because the “A” 

team was on the job.  With all due respect, I fear that’s what is happening today.   

East New York is a community of one, two and three family homes.  While the mayor’s 

reliance upon legal services organizations and those organization’s newfound commitment to 

represent small homeowners (contrary to their past decision only to represent rent regulated 

homes) is admirable it is not the answer to decent affordable housing to the people of this 

community.  The best attorney cannot resolve an eviction case if there is no affordable place to 

have the tenant return to live.  

I write to you today about the problems that I have seen, researched and lived as an 

advocate in this City which purport to have been solved by “bright and earnest people”.  Bright 

and earnest people have always come forward to resolve problems in crisis and they do so from a 

sense of public service.  In the 1930’s depression bright and earnest people came forward in the 

Roosevelt administration and worked to solve the housing crisis.  They created various federal 

programs that sought to solve the freezing of mortgage lending by creating guarantees for 

lenders.  Those earnest people created what we know today as “redlining” by using their own 

very earnest and very bright perceptions to safeguard the government’s monies by keeping it 

away from people of color which everyone knew couldn’t be trusted to repay their mortgages.  

This was a conventional wisdom that any bright and earnest person would rely upon to construct 

public policy.  Eighty years later, Elizabeth Warren shows that descendants of the same very 
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bright people advise HUD, FHA and others not to modify loans in East New York.  I am 

concerned because I see that any reasonable person can see that bright and earnest people have 

determined that the resolution of East New York’s housing crisis is to create a world where East 

New York’s people cannot be housed.  

My clients have been the backbone of East New York during hard times and have 

maintained the foothold necessary to keep the community in place.  Any plan that any reasonable 

council certifies would require that the community supersedes the determinations of “bright and 

earnest people”.  If the affordable housing cannot be afforded, it is a social and economic issue 

and it is not an accomplishment or an analysis, it is simply a mistake.  If the plan cannot be 

constructed in a fashion that is affordable for the current residents, then it is not appropriate to 

move ahead and I urge the Council to send the administration back to the drawing board.   
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Testimony by Andrea Kretchmer, Principal at The Kretchmer Companies and Type A Real 
Estate Advisers 
 
Submitted March 15, 2016 
City Council of New York 
The Subcommittee on Zoning and Franchises 
 
My name is Andrea Kretchmer. I am a Principal at The Kretchmer Companies and Type A Real 
Estate Advisers, a Woman-owned Business Enterprise certified by NYC Small Business Services 
and qualified by NYC HPD as an MWBE affordable housing developer. TKC and Type A are New 
York-based firms that specializes in community mixed-use development in New York City , 
including affordable and mixed-income housing and community facilities. Thank you for this 
opportunity to submit testimony in support of the East New York Neighborhood Plan.   
 
Since 2006, The Kretchmer Companies has developed nearly 440 units of affordable housing and 
63,000 sf of community facility space in Brooklyn, NY. The principals of Type A have developed a 
million square feet of charter schools over their 15-year careers. We are proud of the role we 
have played in helping revitalize communities in Harlem, and in Brooklyn and the Bronx. We 
remain committed to helping address the housing crisis currently facing low-income New 
Yorkers.  
 
We support the East New York Neighborhood Plan and agree with Commissioner Been at HPD: 
the proposed rezoning in East New York is one step of many towards resolving that crisis by 
allowing our neighborhoods to grow, while protecting the distinct architecture, street life, 
historic significance, and mix of housing types and uses, and preventing the displacement of 
current residents. 
 
I’d like to focus my testimony on the aspects of the plan that create new opportunities for 
affordable housing: increased density and affordability restrictions. 
 
Increased Density 
 
As stated by Commissioner Been: We must also create opportunities for new housing, and 
especially new affordable housing, to relieve the demand pressures that are driving up rents in 
East New York. In this way, we view the zoning proposal before you as an additional and 
important preventative measure to combat residential displacement. . 
 
As an example of how increased density could support the development of many more units of 
affordable housing, consider this project currently in development:  The Kretchmer Companies 
is in construction now on what was an underutilized NYCHA parking lot in an R5 zone. We are 
building 240 units, all at 60% AMI or less, including almost 20% of the units for formerly 
homeless (20% AMI). With the increased density proposed in the Neighborhood Plan, we could 
be building nearly three times as many units at these low-, very low- and extremely-low 
incomes, housing hundreds of additional families. 
 
Affordability Restrictions 
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The neighborhood housing plans foster predictability so affordable housing developers 
understand how they can work with the agency to achieve community goals.  
 
HPD’s plan also proposes to implement the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing program, also 
known as MIH, along the avenues in the study area. Through MIH, any new development in 
these locations would be required to set aside at least 25% of the units as affordable for a family 
of three making, on average, $47,000 per year, or 60% of the Area Median Income (AMI). The 
MIH program would require these units to be permanently affordable.  
 
Type A responded to the HPD’s MWBE RFP for the Bushwick site at 1510 Broadway. We 
proposed a scenario using one of HPD’s mixed-income models. Without the income restrictions 
we see in the proposed East New York Neighborhood Plan, we are not accommodating the 
proportion of low-income families that HPD has identified as needing the housing most. So 
although the site is outside the ENYHP study area, our own submission demonstrates the 
benefits of HPD’s imposing such affordability restrictions.  
 
We know that it is only a matter of time before the surge in development that we see in 
Bushwick will make its way to ENY. Asking rents for apartments on the market in East New York 
today are significantly higher than the affordable housing that the proposed program will 
finance, so the new housing HPD will support will create more, not less, opportunity for current 
residents to find an apartment they can afford. While I am arguing here against my own MWBE 
submission, I feel obligated to be part of an honest discussion of the important affect 
affordability restrictions have on the private market. 
 
We look forward to continuing to do our part to promote smart, affordable neighborhood 
growth and make our city more affordable for all New Yorkers.  
 
 
























































